UV fluorescence of tryptophan residues effectively measures protein binding to nucleic acid fragments immobilized in gel elements of microarrays.
Microarrays allow for the simultaneous monitoring of protein interactions with different nucleic acid (NA) sequences immobilized in microarray elements. Either fluorescently labeled proteins or specific fluorescently labeled antibodies are used to study protein-NA complexes. We suggest that protein-NA interactions on microarrays can be analyzed by ultraviolet (UV) fluorescence of tryptophan residues in the studied proteins, and this approach may eliminate the protein-labeling step. A specialized UV microscope was developed to obtain fluorescent images of microarrays in the UV wavelengths and to measure the fluorescence intensity of individual microarray elements. UV fluorescence intensity of BSA immobilized in microarray gel elements increased linearly with increased BSA amount with sensitivity of 0.6 ng. Real-time interaction curves between the DNA-binding domain of the NFATc1 transcription factor (NFATc1-DBD) and synthetic hairpin-forming oligodeoxyribonucleotides immobilized within 0.2 nL microarray gel elements at a concentration 5 × 10(-5) M and higher were obtained. The UV fluorescence intensities of microarray gel elements containing NFATc1-DBD-DNA complexes at equilibrium allowed the estimation of the equilibrium binding constant for complex formation. The developed method allows the protein-NA binding to be monitored in real time and can be applied to assess the sequence-specific affinity of NA-binding proteins in parallel studies involving many NA sequences.